New-Generation UOP UnicrackingTM Catalysts

A COMPLETE PORTFOLIO FOR FLEXIBILITY
AND ENHANCED H2 MANAGEMENT

Increase hydrocracking unit
profitability in a changing market

The refining segment is a challenging environment today.
Fluctuating crude prices, heavier feeds and more stringent product quality requirements are driving the need for advanced
solutions that can help you best maximize your assets while increasing your profitability. UOP catalyst innovation is focused on
helping you address these challenges through a portfolio of high-quality products that offer higher selectivity, higher activity
and lower hydrogen consumption where it will help you to meet your product objectives.
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A Complete Portfolio
UOP’s six new-generation Unicracking catalysts

are each

designed to address current market challenges, and to provide you with a wide range
of solutions to meet your process operability, product selectivity and product quality targets.
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Find out more
If you are interested in learning more
about UOP’s portfolio of hydrocracking
catalysts, please contact your UOP
representative or visit us online at
www.uop.com.

UOP LLC, A Honeywell Company
25 East Algonquin Road
Des Plaines, IL 60017-5017
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